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Follow up to the 6 Week Test 
 
Purpose of this exercise:  

• Understand your thinking behind the answers you chose. 
• Get practice in reading and following instructions. 
• Practice writing in complete sentences - use the question in your answer – write so that 

someone who knows NOTHING about the subject will understand your communication. 
 
A. Have your test review notes on your desk for this exercise. 
B. Open a Microsoft WORD file > name it  > Follow_up_6_Week_Test_Last Name > Save it into a  
folder named: ReviewNotes. Keep this folder inside your class folder. 
 
C. Head your paper > Title it > Follow up to the 6 Week Test > go to work  
 
D. (66% Correct) Question #1: Go to infoplease.com > search for ‘Interface’ > using the information 

provided (use at least one quote) explain why answer B is the most correct answer. 

In question #1 you are asked about what Interface means. Answers: A. Screen Resolution   B. The things 
you click on (like a Browser in surfing the web) that connects you with the program tools, functions and 
your work. C.  A makeup kit  D.  File hierarchy  E.  None of the above 
 
E. (6% Correct) Question #4: Use complete sentences and explain why the answer to #4 is B. Why not 

C?  Answers: The keyboard command (the keys you push) to UNDO or cancel only your last action 
are 
A. Click the black button  B.  Control + Z  C. Alt + Control + Z   D. None of these work 

 
F. (38% Correct) Question #7:  If you selected D as the correct answer to # 7, tell us why you picked D 

and why the others do not work - then work with your neighbor and help them test their answer and 
show you how they got it to create a new folder. Show me if it  works.  

If you did not pick D then explain/write what and where you click to make a folder (list the steps) to 
explain and prove your answer. 
 
Answers: To make a new folder I : A. Click Folder in any folder list  B. Click Start > click New folder  
C. Right click in the LEFT side panel of my File hierarchy>click New folder   D.None 
 
G. (57% Correct) Question #11: If you selected F as the correct answer to # 11, tell us why you picked F 

and then work with your neighbor and help them test their answer (if not F) and show you how they 
got it to verify or check where they are parking their files. If you chose T then list different kinds of 
save you do to see where you are parking your files.  Question: After you have already saved a file 
click Save to verify or check where you are parking / saving your data.  T    /    F 

 
H. (33% correct) Question #21: If you selected C as the 

correct answer to # 21, work with your neighbor and 
have them explain to you why the answer they chose 
(not C) is correct. Write down what they did. 
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Write down the steps to show your Color Mode. 
 
The answers: (RGB) is A. The name of this file  B. The color mode and means Read Green & Blue  C. Is 
the color mode  

1   2   3   4   5 

Open Photoshop > click the  F1 key > in the top of the Help Interface find > Help For: Photoshop CS2 (in 
the search field type) Color Mode > hit the Search button > Click Color mode in the left column. Read the 
paragraph on “Color Mode” and with this knowledge (combine your own words with what you just 
read/learned) and explain what RGB means in this image (taken from the test). Save a copy of this 
paragraph in WORD (copy and paste it into a NEW WORD file) > name it Color_Mode > Save it into 
your ReviewNotes FOLDER. 
 
I.  (55% correct)  Question #22:  To make a new layer I click here   

A. 3  B  2  C  4  D  5  E  1.   
Work with your neighbor and have them explain to you why the answer 
they chose is correct. List the steps to make a new layer. What is the 
keyboard shortcut to make a new layer. 

 
1. Each of you write down your reason for your choice.  
2. Write what happens when you click the answer you chose.  
3. In Photoshop each person shows the other person where to click to make a 
new layer. Each person write down the steps and explain where and what to 
click. Use Tool Tips to get the name of the icon you are clicking. Use complete 
sentences and include the question in your answer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


